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Ashley Jablow
TRANSFORMING HOW WE WORK AND

HOW WE LIVE - THROUGH CURIOSITY,

CREATIVITY, AND INTENTION.

Hi, I'm Ashley Jablow. I'm excited to meet you! 

 

I partner with teams to identify and solve the right problem from the start – all while building

innovation skills and confidence, and creating space for important conversations and learning.

 

This guide covers all the basics of working with me, including what I do and case studies of

sample work.

Feel free to get in touch with questions and ideas. I look forward to hearing from you.

https://www.wayfinderscollective.com/get-started


I’m a consultant, a coach, a strategist, and an educator. My goal is to help teams and leaders envision the future

they want to create and design actionable plans, programs or experiences to achieve it. 

 

I have 15 years of experience in design strategy and research, innovation consulting, and organizational design at

places like IDEO and as a White House Presidential Innovation Fellow.  Some of my clients and partners have

included LUMA Institute, Teal Media, ICF, Council on Foreign Relations, Knight Foundation, and the Environmental

Protection Agency. I am also a trained Co-Active Coach through the Coaches Training Institute.
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I WORK WITH TEAMS, ORGANIZATIONS AND INDIVIDUALS WHO ARE:

HERE'S HOW I CAN HELP YOU:

Curious and open to explore and learn before jumping to solutions

Fiercely committed to developing empathy for their intended users and stakeholders

Eager to get their hands dirty to create, to experiment, to implement, and to practice

Ready to 'level up' their leadership skills, team capabilities, and cross-functional

collaboration 

Lead you through a process to ask the right questions, explore what's possible,  and

actually – finally! – create the change you want.

Bring the voice of your users to the forefront, and craft inspiring stories and insights to

guide your next steps

Coach you through the discomfort and ambiguity of innovation, including getting

buy-in from skeptics and other key stakeholders

Serve as a thought-partner and convener who creates space for important dialogue

and decision-making.

“Thank you for jumping in at
the last minute and helping us
through a transformational
moment for our company.

You are so incredibly talented
and we are so fortunate to

have you as part of our team.”

- Jessica Teal, 

Principal, Teal Media

WHAT I OFFER AND WHO I WORK WITH
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Understanding current state of projects and

creating "Discovery recipes" to follow for project

types

Authoring 50-page comprehensive "playbook"

with HCD activities and definitions for team use

Designing and delivering two, in-person HCD

trainings

GOAL: understand and

redesign a new "Get

Involved" action on

CFF.org

 

TIMING: 20 WEEKS

Bespoke research with hybrid qual/quant   

 methods, (interviews, survey, card sort, workshops)

Stakeholder focus groups for buy-in

Synthesized insights + 3 concepts to prototype

Regular coaching for client team to navigate

competing priorities and high-stakes decisions

GOAL: invite user input

to inform new health

data dashboard 

 

TIMING: 5 WEEKS

Roadmapping session to identify success metrics

for 2 key workshops

Iterative agenda design including interactive,

custom worksheets

Ongoing facilitation of client team to mediate

conflict and align on goals

Day-of set up + hands-on facilitation

Final summary report with narrative and visuals

User Experience

Strategy / Research

Custom Workshop 

Design / Facilitation

Design Training

and Coaching

CYSTIC FIBROSIS

FOUNDATION, 2018

FEDERAL AGENCY 

CLIENT, 2019

TEAL MEDIA, 

2019

GOAL: equip the team

with new capabilities

and confidence in

human-centered

design

 

TIMING: 12 WEEKS

CASE STUDIES

"In the past month,
Ashley facilitated two
major workshops and
ably guided a diverse

group of stakeholders in
both sessions. The

exercises she designed
captured excellent

feedback in a way that
made it easier for our
team to translate into

prioritized features and
requirements."

- Recent Client

Management Consulting

Industry

HERE ARE A FEW EXAMPLES OF MY RECENT WORK:
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Like what you've read? Think we'd work well together? AWESOME!

 

The next step is for you to

 

 

From there we can set up a conversation to talk about working together and how I can

support you – whether that's as a design strategist, a leadership coach, a human-centered

design instructor, or a workshop facilitator. 

 

I really appreciate you taking the time to learn about me and my work with Wayfinders

Collective, I'm looking forward to talking with you soon!

 

 

NEXT STEPS

tell me more about your project: your goals, timeline, budget,

and any other details.

"Thank you so much for your excellent leadership and facilitation for our Design Thinking
workshop. I found the training extraordinarily interesting and helpful. Design thinking not

only can bring out the best in products, but also the best in people!
 

You were really extraordinary in front of the room — smart, approachable, and I still can't
fathom how you talk so perfectly!"

- Recent Workshop Attendee

https://www.wayfinderscollective.com/get-started

